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UNIT 10: Geography of Tourism 

Discovering Shannon, Ireland 
 

 
 

New Vocabulary 
hub 
fare 
homemade 
chatter 
tossed 
standout 
to boast 
stained glass 
frothing 
 to repel 
marauding 
 

Compound Words 
homemade 
seafood 
riverside 
swordfish 
mainstream 
standout 
 

Suffixed Words 
chatter 
customer 
owner 
building 
fascinating 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Preparing to read: Speak about a few places in Romania where the 
ethnographic and historical heritage is important in attracting tourists.  
From the Airport: 

Train: Limerick’s Colbert station is a main hub, with services to most 

parts of the country. 

  Taxi: The average fare to both Ennis and Limerick from the rank outside 

Arrivals is € 25. […] 

  Bus: Bus Eireann operates 14 services a day to Ennis (45 minutes) and to 

Limerick (30 minutes). Galway can be reached by one of the four City link 

services, which run daily in each direction from 8.30 to 7 pm. 

  Bon Appetit 

  Up to € 15-Cruise’s (Abbey Street, Ennis, County Clare. Tel. 065 6844 

1800) Housed in a listed 17-th century building, this pub-restaurant is 

famous for the seafood it serves with hunks of homemade soda bread. It’s 

especially welcoming during the winter when the chatter of the customers 

is matched by the roaring of the fire. 

  Up to € 30-Brulees (Henry Street, Limerick City. Tel. 065 684 1800) An 

elegant riverside brasserie which combines the freshest of Irish ingredients 

with a flair that’s unmistakably Gallic. The John Dory with steamed spring 

vegetables tossed in lemon, truffle oil and pesto comes highly 

recommended).  

Up to € 50-The Mermaid (Liscannor, County Clare. Tel. 065 708 1076) 

Off the beaten track or not, chef-owner Neville Fitzpatrick has had no 

difficulty attracting the haute cuisine brigade with a menu that leans 

heavily towards sea-food. Standouts include the crab Florentine, and 

swordfish with lime and pepper butter. […] 

  Bright Ideas 

St. Mary’s Cathedral-Dating back to 1172, St. Mary’s Cathedral (Bridge 

Street, Limerick City, Tel. 061 416 238) boasts one of the most 

spectacular collections of stained glass windows in the country. 

Cliffs of Moher-No visit to the mid-west is complete without taking in the 

cliffs of Moher, a sheer rock face that towers over the frothing Atlantic 

below. If the icy winds leave you in need of some cockle warming, Doolin 

and its fine range of traditional music pubs are just a short drive away.  

Belltable Arts Center – The days of having to travel to Dublin for anything 

other than mainstream theatre are over thanks to the Belltable Arts Center 

(69 O’Connell Street, Limerick City Tel. 061 319 709) which regularly 

ruffles feathers with its choice of productions. […] 

  Day Tripping 

Rock of Cashel - Few sites in Ireland are as impressive as the Rock of 

Cashel and its medieval buildings. The pick of the bunch is the Hall of the 

Vicars, synonymous with St. Patrick and the High Kings of Munster who 

used it as a base from which to repel marauding enemies. If you’re still 

hungry for history, Cashel Folk Village recalls the area’s more recent past 

in fascinating detail.  
 

“Shannon, Ireland” in Easy Jet, February 2005, nr. 38, p.90. 
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Section I  
Vocabulary Activities 
 

 

 

I. GUESSING MEANING: Match the following words/ phrases with the 
definitions: hub, fare, hunk, chatter, steamed, tossed, truffle, pesto, 
standout, to boast, frothing, to ruffle feathers. (See G: C1) 
 

 

1…………..rapid, foolish talk 

2…………..to disturb, to irritate, to annoy 

3…………..transformed into a whitish mass of bubbles or foam 

4…………..to glory in having or doing something or to be proud of 

5…………..center of interest, importance or activity 

6…………..a sauce of ground fresh basil and garlic mixed with olive oil used especially over pasta 

7………….a large piece, lump or slice of bread, meat 

8………….money paid for transportation in a train, taxi, plane 

9………….person or thing conspicuously superior or notable in performance, quality 

10………...a fleshy, edible potato-shaped fungi that grows underground 

11………...cooked using the vapors of water which was heated to the boiling point 

12………...mixed lightly (esp. when referring to the ingredients of a salad) 
 

II. SYNONYMS: Find synonyms in your text to the following words: 
 
1. row, line are similar in meaning to…………. 

2. to function, to work are similar in meaning to……… 

3. plain, simple, crude are similar in meaning to……….. 

4. steep, abrupt, precipitous are similar in meaning to………. 

5. bar, tavern are similar in meaning to……… 

6. plundering, pillaging, raiding are similar in meaning to………. 
 

III. WORD BUILDING: Use the word in capital letters to complete the sentences. Add the 
necessary prefix/ suffix and put the word in the correct form. (See G: A,B) 
 
1. The…….of the customers in the inn drew the tourists’ attention. CHAT 

2. All the ……..of our restaurant are delighted with our selection of seafood items. CUSTOM 

3. I had to speak to the ……..of the hotel as I was interested in buying it. OWN 

4. …………this was one the best sea fish dinners I have ever had. MISTAKE 

5. The ……………of the main train station can be found right next to the cathedral. BUILD 
 

 
IV. COMPOUND WORDS: Match the following words to form compound nouns and fill in the 
blanks: made, main, side, sea, out, home, stream, stand, river, food. 
1. The deliciously fresh ………..bread was the best I ever had in years. 

2. The local restaurant served a selection of ………….dishes, which happened to sustain the local 

fishing industry.  

3. A fancy ……… motel was built to attract the tourist interested in mountaineering and white water 

rafting.  

4. The……..of the whole menu was a dish based on Italian pesto pasta.  

5.  The ……..theater plays are not as popular as the more unconventional ones.  
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Section II  
Language Focus 

               
                                 Conditionals  
          (See G: XII) 
 

I. REPHRASING:  For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence 
as similar as possible in meaning to the original sentence, but using the 
words given. These words must not be altered in any way. 

 

1. Perhaps we won’t see St. Mary’s Cathedral, but we will try to visit the Belltable Arts Center. 

even if……. 

2. He insisted that we can have lunch at the Mermaid only by getting there before noon. 

on condition that……  

3. If Tom doesn’t try our famous homemade soda bread with seafood, he won’t get a real taste of 

Ireland. 

unless….. 

4. Visit the Cliffs of Moher when you come to this side of the country so as to get an unforgettable 

picture of the frothing Atlantic.  

 in case….. 

5. The locals can tell you about the train connections to Dublin, if any. 

whether …or not….. 

6. You’re welcome to Shannon, but please do respect the local customs. 

as long as…… 

7. If you hadn’t been stupid in buying the wrong train tickets, we would have been in Shannon now. 

But for….. 
 

II. MATCHING CLAUSES: Match each “if clause” with its suitable main clause.  
 

1. If we had traveled to Limerick….. 

2. Unless you know that the average taxi fare is € 25…… 

3. If we got to have dinner at The Mermaid…... 

4. Unless you visited St. Mary’s Cathedral…… 

5. On condition that we go in the evening to the Belltable Arts Center….. 

6. But for your visiting the Rock of Cashel….. 

a) we would definitely try the crab Florentine and maybe the swordfish. 

b) we will see a display of their avant-garde theater. 

c) you can be easily tricked into paying more. 

d) you wouldn’t so many about its spectacular collection of stained glass. 

e) we would have taken Bus Eireann leaving every 30 minutes. 

f) we wouldn’t have heard of its medieval buildings. 
 

 
III. VERBAL FORMS: Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets to complete the conditional 
sentences below. Add any modals if necessary.  
 

When…. (1-to plan) a trip to Shannon, Ireland, you…. (2-to be discouraged) by the many details to 

know, unless you ….(3-to check) first a guide book. On condition that you….(4-to visit) the region 

before, you ….(5-to want) to see some attractions like the Cliffs of Moher and the Rock of Cashel. But 

for ….(6-to take) your own car, you….(7-to choose) for sure the train or the bus. Unless you ….(8-to 

try) Cruise’s last year, you …..(9-to be tempted) to dine in this lovely pub-restaurant that …..(10-to 

serve) deliciously fresh lobsters and shellfish with homemade bread.  
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Section III 
Text Structure 
 

 

I.   WRITING AN ITINERARY: You are a tourist in the region of Shannon, Ireland. Your tour 

guide has left at the reception of your hotel a paper with the instructions regarding the next two 
days’ program. Expand the notes into sentences using the following (time) connectors: (See G: 
C)    
by eight     however 

by the end    furthermore 

meantime    therefore 

for quite a time/for a while  moreover 

the following day   in order to 

all day long    because 

two hours and a half or so  when 

at dawn/at dusk    at noon, at midnight 

in the evening/in the afternoon  due to 

 

Day 1:  From 7 to 8 a.m. –breakfast in the hotel’s restaurant 

From 8 to 11.30 a.m. –sightseeing tour of Limercik City-special attraction: St. Mary’s Cathedral 

From 13.30 to 14. 30 –lunch at Brulees or any other local restaurant or braserie with seafood menu 

From 14.30 to 18.15 –Trip to the Cliffs of Moher. Admiring the scenery. Photo taking. (Bring 

umbrellas in case of rainy weather). Trip back to Limerick. 

From 18.15 to 19.30 -Dinner at Brulees 

From 20.00 to 21.30 –Theather play at Belltable Arts Centre.  

 

Day 2:  From 7 to 8 a.m. –breakfast in the hotel’s restaurant 

From 8 to 17.00 –day tripping to the Rock of Cashel (visits to the Hall of the Vicars, the Cashell Folk 

Village, lunch and a snack meal around 16.00 to be taken at  local pubs) 

From 17.30 to 20.00 –evening spent at Kilcoran Karting ”exercising” your driving skills.  

 

Day 3:  From 7 to 8 a.m. –breakfast in the hotel’s restaurant 

From 8 a.m. –optional trips to Liscannor, Ennis to visit these loveley  Irish small towns, taste the local 

food, visit the traditioanl crafts fare and buy souvenirs. ( The trips are organized taking into account 

the majority’s option since transportation is provided upon request by the hotel’s shuttle service).  
 

II.  WRITING AN ESSAY: You are a young tourist that whises to spend a holiday in Italy with 

the wife and two children.  Write a letter of enquiry to Europa Tours asking them details about a 
two week trip that you intend to take visting Milano, Rome, Venice and Florence. You would like 
to know what they can offer: the transportation and accomodation details and prices and maybe 
some discounts available for children. You may use the following expressions: (See G: C) 
I am writing to enquire about...... 

I was interested in your offer that I have seen advertised in...... 

I would be grateful if you could...... 

Could you please give more details about..... 

I look forward to hearing from you soon.  


